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Section 1: General
Each player is required to read and follow the charter of OWBN. They can be found at http://www.owbn.net/.
All rules in MET (Mind’s Eye Theatre) and OWBN-binding packets are in use unless noted in these house rules. It is the player’s responsibility to know these rules. Any other source than MET books and OWBN-binding packets must be pre-approved by an ST.
Books in use MET: Laws of the Night: Revised, MET: Guide to the Camarilla, MET: Guide to the Sabbat, MET: Dark Epics. Other sources are also used, for more information please contact a story teller at obsidiantowersstorytellers@gmail.com
Merits, flaws, disciplines, and other clan-orientated specialties are allowed with storyteller’s approval.
Visiting players MUST pre-register with an ST prior to each game. If a character is not pre-approved the player may lose all advanced disciplines, merits, and items at the discretion of the ST staff present. As an alternative the player may choose to play a NPC if they wish. All are welcome but encouraged to contact the ST staff well in advance (at least 1 week if possible) to arrange all the details. 
Never try and approve a character at game! Be prepared. An ST may not have the time to look over your character. STs may refuse any character that is not pre-approved.
No player may possess more than one Active PC of the same genre type based in Obsidian Towers. If the characters are based in different chronicles the player must choose which character they wish to play in Obsidian Towers.  Special requests may be made of the ST team.
	If you wish to use your Travel character in Obsidian Towers, the ST staff requires 2 weeks notice for printing up sheets and adjusting plot.

You may only permanently switch character status between Active, Travel and Shelved every 3 months. 
If a player misses more than six consecutive games without prior arrangement, an ST has the option to convert their character to Inactive or NPC status. 
Any player may object to an ST ruling AFTER the scene is complete. The scene may be corrected accordingly if necessary. Unless absolutely necessary, do not interrupt an ST in a scene for something that can be resolved after game.
Each player, when in play, must have a badge or note card, listing special items or specific trait descriptions. See an ST to find out what specifically needs to be listed.
As per MET, the STs may choose to alter a rule based on the scene and outcome.  The STs have the right to change rules as necessary – ST decisions take precedence over all.  
The STs reserve the right to remove any player that is unfit, interacting in an unsafe manner (with players or non-members), disturbing a scene in progress or is unbalancing the game. This decision may not be challenged at the game. The player must physically leave the game area. Refusal to leave will bring immediate suspension from the chronicle and the player will lose their character.
If you are approved for something that is not in one of the provided source books or OWBN packets, you are required to either provide the chronicle with a copy of the book/packet, or bring a photo copy/exact reprint of the rule and page citation of the book/packet for validation. If you do not have a copy of the rules for what you are trying to use you can not use it, no exceptions.
Section 2: Character Creation
Clans generally available for new characters: Brujah, Gangrel, Malkavian, Nosferatu, Toreador and Ventrue.  All other clans are available at ST discretion.
Character creation will follow the rules in the book, Laws of the Night (Revised) for Mind’s Eye Theatre.
Any character may purchase the first two (2) levels of the Clan, Sect, and Genre lore for free at character creation with ST approval.
All characters will begin on Humanity.
At times, if the ST staff has a need for specific things such as generations or clans, they may be providing incentives to play those things. Check with an ST when making a character to see if any such bonus is available, or see below.

As per OWbN Bylaw, each character may be awarded up to sixty (60) points, to be spent as experience points, not character generation points. The following factors can determine how many points a character may be awarded at generation, and are subject to change based on circumstance:
	Up to thirty (30) points may be rolled over from a previous character that has been marked as dead or permanently retired.
	Ten (10) points may be awarded to any new player creating their first character in an OWbN game.
	Ten (10) points may be awarded for creating a character belonging to Clan Ventrue, Toreador, Malkavian, Nosferatu, Brujah, or Gangrel. This award is lessened to five (5) if playing an unusual bloodline of any of these clans, such as a Brujah with Temporis.
	Ten (10) points may be awarded for creating a member of the Camarilla (rather than an Anarch or an Independent).
	Five (5) points may be awarded for playing a character that is of 11th or 12th Generation

Five (5) more points may be awarded for playing a character that is of 13th Generation or higher. This award will be in addition to the points granted by taking the 14th or 15th Generation flaws.
	1/3/5 points may be awarded to a new character for each boon (minor/major/blood) they owe or are owed by another PC at the time of character generation. Each Player must agree to this, and a short description of the reason the boon is owed must be sent to the Storyteller Staff.
	Up to Twenty (20) points may be awarded for turning in a backstory. The rating will be based around the Storyteller Staff’s judgement of adherence to genre, and potential for further story that can be brought into the game.

Section 3: Abilities 
You must have three (3) ranks in an ability in order to have a Specialization. All Specializations require ST approval.
Specific Abilities Descriptions
Alertness: By expending one level of this ability, a character can cancel a Surprise retest. Also, characters may use this ability retest or cancel opponent’s retests. 
Awareness: Per Book. Further, awareness does not reveal the specifics of what you are feeling or from where.
Blindfighting: Does not allow retests, just cancels opponent’s retest. 
Crafts:  Requires an appropriate crafting skill at the level or higher that you are trying to create.  It will take a number of weeks equal to the level of craft you are attempting and a success for each week.  Test is vs traits based on the level.  Craft 1: 3, Craft 2: 5, Craft 3: 8, Craft 4: 10, Craft 5: 13.
Drive: Without this ability, no test involving a car may be performed, other than normal driving.
Empathy: Cannot be used to detect if someone's lying. Malkavians may take a free point of this instead of Awareness at character creation.
Law: Legal contracts cannot be written properly without this ability.  
Lores:  Require ST approval. 
Meditation:  During game, a Storyteller may allow a character to regain Willpower or True Faith Traits by meditating out of play at a game session for 15 minutes per dot and making a Simple Test for each level of Meditation Ability expended. 
Occult: Blood magic users must have same level of occult as their magic-specific ability. If they only have 3 levels of Occult they can only have up to 3 levels of their specific magic ability.
	Theology: Per the Assamite Genre Guide, this is the applicable retest for Assamite Sorcery
	Wraith Lore: This is the applicable retest for Necromancy Paths: Sepulchre & Ash
	Thanatology:  This is the applicable retest for Necromancy Path: Bone
	Thaumaturgy:  This is the applicable retest for Tremere Thaumaturgy.  
Performance: Any art created with a Performance/Crafts level of 3 or more will entrance a Toreador per the clan flaw. Decoration on a functional item will not trigger this entrancement. Individuals with multiple appearance based traits do not entrance Toreador, although a Toreador will certainly pause to notice beauty at all times. For each artistic creation (including performances) the player must make a test. A Win indicates that the work is at the target level, a Tie indicates that the work is one (1) level below the target, and a Loss indicates the work is two (2) levels below the target. The work may not drop below zero. The player may retest with the appropriate ability. If the target level is 2 or more levels below the characters ability, the work is autmotacially successful.

Section 4: Backgrounds
Influence: Purchased with XP.  Any loss due to RP does not negate the XP pool spent on influence.  RP can be used to regain use of or repurpose this XP for other influences.  Additionally, influence will be either in the Twin Cities or St. Cloud.  To reach the other, fame is necessary.
Mentors:  This is to be decided at character concept unless obtained by RP means.
Retainers:  Will be under ST control.  You will need to state what your retainer will do for you at its creation. Each Ghoul retainer takes 1 trait of blood each game from your normal check in pool. 
Section 5: Disciplines
All teachers must be active PC/NPC characters, and they may teach up to one level less than they possess of their In-Clan Disciplines.  (2 can teach 1, 3 can teach 2)
Only one form power may be used at any given time. (i.e., no horrid form wolves.)
Physical symbols must be used for all Disciplines (arms crossed for obfuscate etc.). The ONLY discipline exempt from this is Mask of a 1,000 Faces, which requires a badge.
Advanced Out-of-Clan Disciplines may be learned either through role-play or the Mentor background. You must have at least one (1) of your In-Clan Disciplines to Advanced before gaining an Advanced Out-of-Clan Discipline. You can never have more Out-of-Clan Disciplines that you have Advanced In-Clans, until all In-Clan Disciplines are at the Advanced level. 
If a discipline is not modified by these house rules, they should be run per Laws of the Night Revised. The STs retain the right to modify any rules calls at any time according to what they feel is best for the scene or game as a whole. 

Disciplines which are entirely form changing, such as Protean 4 and 5, Viscissitude Horrid Form, Tenebrous form, etc. cannot stack on one another. You could not, for example, be a (Visc) Horrid Form and (Protean) Wolf form at the same time. However, partial transformations such as Pater Szlachta, and Eyes of the Beast, can be used to modify a full transformation.
Specific Disciplines
Animalism
Subsume the Spirit:
For 4 traits, add Obfuscate to accessible Disciplines.
Auspex
Heightened Senses: Per “Laws of the Night Revised” when attempting to break Obfuscate, you are up an amount of traits equal to the difference between your highest level of Auspex and the targets highest level of Obfuscate. Also per book, a person attempting to use Auspex to break Obfuscate may have a single Willpower retest.
Aura Perception: 
Concentration is required and is noticeable to those who can see you, as they can tell that you’re concentrating but are not immediately aware that you’re using a supernatural ability. It requires an ENTIRE round of concentration as per MET.  This discipline allows you to read a person’s aura, which can show a number of things listed in the MET book EXCEPT if the person was lying. (Does not allow to determine true Nature). Magic use shows up as sparkles in the aura and exists if the person has an active ritual, magical item, or active magic of any type cast upon them, whether they cast it themselves or not.  Ghouls will show up as their own specification of “creature type”.
Telepathy:
Any use of telepathy requires the presence of an ST or narrator. You must be able to see your target to initiate telepathic contact. Telepathic contact will break when you leave the presence of your target. 
Psychic Projection: 
Interactions between characters in Astral require an ST. Relative to other spirits, your spirit can move at normal walking and running paces (Celerity is not effective in this form). Chases between two psychically projecting characters should be determined through Mental Challenges. The cutting of one’s spiritual cord, when they are out of visual sight of their body, results in a mental shock and the character enters a state of torpor.  Revival is based on an ST ruling.
Celerity
Alacrity: Alacrity is run according the Laws of the Night. It allows the user to pre-empt an action in the initiative order that they are aware of, so long as they have not taken their turn already. For example: Benny, with 14 Initiative, attempts to stab Tommy. Tommy has a 12 initiative, but has Alacrity, and Benny does not. Tommy may declare his Alacrity action is to move away from Benny, out of stabbing range. Benny’s attack misses without a test made and Tommy’s turn is used. 
Declaration of the bomb and ties is not required.
Chimistery
Horrid Reality: 
Lasts until the end of the scene, even if the Ravnos is incapacitated/torpored/Final Death.
Dementation
Passions: 
Passions is reversible by a second use of Passions. (i.e., Submissive can be countered with Impatient – negative traits cancel out.)
Dominate
Any use of Dominate, especially on another PC, requires ST presence, where ST will check both sheets for the generation check, and declare whether or not the attempt automatically fails.
Per LotN Revised: The target of a Dominate ability cannot use intimidation to retest, only Willpower. The aggressor may use intimidation.
Forgetful Mind: 
This power requires telling the individual to either "Forget" or what they will now remember for the last 15 minutes either aloud or through Telepathy.  Whenever you are the subject of this power make sure to mark down on a new item card what was altered and how many Mental traits the Dominator had at the power's completion. 
Possession: 
When a person is possessed they will appear to have 2 overlapping auras if they are specifically examined for Posession or Creature Type using Aura Perception. All other information available through Aura Perception will pertain to the person possessing the body and not the host. Empty bodies, such as the body left behind by the possessor, are easily inhabited by other things, such as spirits compelled by Necromancy, etc. (this does not include those using Psychic Projection). Any vampire possessing someone and moving about during the day must adhere to the MET rules on daylight activity.
Fortitude
Resistance/Resilience: 
Instead of expending a trait, you may bid a stamina related trait to win on ties for Fortitude challenges.
Necromancy
Soul Stealing: 
Upon having an offensive action taken against the body or the body takes the first level of lethal damage, the soul returns to the body. Daemonic Possession does not count as an offensive action.
Daemonic Possession: 
Daemonic Possession lasts until the end of the night.
Obtenebration
Use of Obtenebration near wraiths produces angst as it taps into Oblivion.
Arms of the Abyss: 
Max number of arms is equal to your Occult rating.
Tenebrous Form:
When reverting from Tenebrous Form, the character returns to his/her natural form.
Obfuscate
Vanish From the Mind’s Eye: 
When using Vanish, add your level of Obfuscate if challenged. People actively using Auspex can add their level as a bonus to pierce. 
Potence
Benefits of Potence may not be used to soak damage in any way.
Weapons will not break, even if using Puissance, if the weapon is used correctly against a normal target (kindred, not a brick wall) 
To use Potence you must have bid a strength-related trait. Declaration of the bomb and ties is not required.
Might: 
Might may only be used in strength related challenges, it is the final retest for the player who bid the strength-based trait.
Puissance: 
The additional level of damage caused with Puissance is considered a lethal wound, unless another effect or weapon is increasing it to aggravated.
Presence
Summons: 
Summons breaks if the Summoner actively avoids the Summonee. 
You can’t summon somebody to what they perceive as a deadly situation, at ST’s discretion.
When summoned, a character will travel to the location using their natural form or the form they were in before the summons took place. A failed summons is undetectable. Abilities may be used in retest for this ability as per MET.
STs will notify player of spent Abilities and Traits of challenge.
Majesty:
Majesty is considered a Breach of the Masquerade. 
Per book with minor change: “As long as you have Majesty, nobody may attack you or insult you if they are within 10’ feet OR they can see you.”
Protean
Earth Meld: 
The earth involved must be enough to contain the person melding. If the area is salted while a person is melded within, it causes an aggravated wound when the person un-melds. This power does not grant the ability to move through the ground while melded.
Mist Form:
When reverting from Mist Form, the character returns to his/her natural form. Shattered Fog is an exception to this, you instead revert immediately to the form prior to Shattered Fog, due to the combo’s immediate and temporary nature.
Thaumaturgy
See Blood Magic packets
Vicissitude
Any physical merits given with Vicissitude require at least 2 levels of the medicine ability and the expenditure of an additional experience point. Under no circumstances can Vicissitude improve on the basic descriptions of these merits. 
All changes made with Vicissitude must be approved by an ST.
Blood Form: 
When reverting from Blood Form the character returns to his/her natural form.
Section 6: Merits and Flaws
All Merits and Flaws must be approved by the STs.
Some Merits and Flaws are banned, check with the STs.
Some Merits and Flaws are not allowed to be purchased at character creation, check with the STs.
Merit: Lucky: (1 - 3pt Merit) Luck is a 3-step process, only 1 level can be purchased at character creation. To improve costs 2 xp/level.
Merit: Natural Linguist: {New Definition, replacing LotN:R} (3pt Merit) from the Hunter book, Learn 2 Languages for every 1 purchased.
Merit: Iron Will: {New Definition, replacing LotN:R} "With this Merit, as in Awe (Presence lvl1), you may expend an additional mental trait to get a retest.  So with this merit, versus Dominate, you get the initial bid, expended mental trait Iron Will retest, and a Willpower test.  This only works against the Dominate Discipline.  In regards to mind altering magic or Thaumaturgy with a mental challenge, you still get the 3 bonus traits.  It is worth noting that Iron Will is defensive only.
Section 7: Willpower
Willpower allows a player to avoid frenzy for ten minutes. This willpower must be expended prior to any tests for frenzy.
Willpower enables you to enter a challenge for which you lack an appropriate ability. Any use of this ability requires ST or Narrator approval.
Willpower may NOT refresh traits after a challenge has been initiated. This can only occur at the top of the round.
Willpower can allow a player to ignore wound penalties for a single combat round.
Willpower may not be used to automatically negate the effects of mental or social challenges.
To purchase willpower a character must have recently experienced a time in which willpower was expended to overcome an extreme occurrence (ST discretion).
Storytellers may also wish to restore willpower, at any time during the night, if a character perform actions that hold particularly true to their nature.
Section 8: Blood
Drinking blood is per book, 3 per turn, and requires an entire action/turn.  Celerity will not increase the rate of ingestion.
Blood consciously burned for Physical Traits, Disciplines, and healing may only be burned at the beginning of a turn.
Healing damage with blood heals 1 point of lethal with 1 point of blood, and 2 points of bashing with 1 point of blood. 
Blood Bonds
Check with the STs before the attempt.  STs must verify conditions of breaking all bonds.
These rules add to the rules in Laws of the Night Revised pg. 211-212. 
From a fully established bond: 
Level 3 to Level 2
12 – Willpower in months (minimum of 6 months).   2 Willpower Traits per month must be spent during the months of bond to resist getting contact with Regnant.
Level 2 to Level 1
6 – Willpower in months (minimum of 4 months).   1 Willpower Trait per month must be spent during the months of bond to resist getting contact with Regnant.
 Level 1 to Zero
2 Months after the above.   No Willpower Traits need to be spent.
Without a full bond: 
Level 2 to Level 1
3 months.
Level 1 to Zero
1 month.
Section 11: Diablerie
Flaws given for Diablerie will be given based on scene and plot, with a Neg trait as minimum and up to Neg Trait+Derangement+Flaw, or any combination there-of.  When Diablerizing, a Willpower test ~may~ be performed to determine who survives the contest of wills.
Section 12: Combat
An ST or Narrator must be present for combat. 
The Loser in the overall challenge is the one that loses the trait.
Applicable Trait Bonuses and Retests: 
On any given challenge, a given source may only provide bonus traits, damage or retests a single time, and will not stack. A person may only benefit from one given thaumaturgical effect, one merit effect, one magical item effect, etc on a given challenge. Bonus traits and retests are considered separate, so you may have a thaumaturgical effect that is increasing your traits and a thaumaturgical effect which grants you a retest on the same challenge. Same with damage, you may have a thaumaturgical effect that increases traits, and a thaumaturgical effect that increases damage, on the same challenge, but may not have two thaumaturgical effects that increase damage, for example.
Fair Escape:
There are many circumstances under which a kindred may call for fair escape. Under no circumstances does a properly called fair escape require a test.
For fair escape to be possible at all there must be a clear method of escape.
Any disagreement over Fair Escape must be resolved by an ST.
Surprise:
Surprise can happen under a number of circumstances. If you enter a situation where you had no forewarning and the challenger announces it as such, then the character is surprised.
These rules add to the rules in Laws of the Night Revised pg. 200
	People who are surprised may only defend themselves or soak (based on the situation) and cannot attack for that turn. Dropping out of obfuscate to attack gives automatic surprise unless the person has heightened senses on or some other method of noticing, like danger sense.

If you surprise a player, you surprise the character. 
Danger Sense and a few limited merits counter this. Consult with an ST if you feel you would not normally be surprised.
Staking:
Vampires that have been staked are physically immobile. They may not use any disciplines, except for Aegis. They are fully aware of the activity around them. A staking challenge will require two (2) additional physical traits to be bid in order to target the heart.
Firearms:
Firearms, as would be expected, use the Firearms Ability for combat retests.  Unless otherwise noted, Firearms have a clip or magazine capacity of 10 rounds.  Firearms have an additional capacity called rate, which governs their interaction with Celerity and similar powers. The number of times a firearm is fired in a single turn cannot exceed its rate. Other special weapon capabilities may be employed without affecting rate.
Movement in Combat:
Anyone in or just entering combat is subject to the three-step rule. You may take up to three steps during any combat action and still attack. (Moving two or three steps causes the character to be down one Trait in Physical Challenges, though.)  A character that is not doing anything but movement may move twice his allowed distance in a single action by taking drastic measures such as diving, leaping or sprinting.
Combat Sequence:
Wound modifiers are in effect immediately at completion of the action in which you received the wound.
Declare Actions
	Spend Blood and Willpower
	Normal (Mental, Social, Physical) 
	Swiftness
	Legarity
Off hand 
	End of round actions.
Section 13: Experience
Awarding Experience: 
Experience for the Obsidian Towers chronicle follows all the rules for OWBN. Here are additional details for this chronicle.
There is no such thing as AUTOMATIC experience.
Experience can also be earned through long- and short-term goals. These must be provided, in hard copy, before actions to achieve the goal are started. All goals are subject to ST approval.
4/6/8 xp for Attendance, based on tier.
2 xp for Sending in Downtimes by midnight on the Sunday preceding game. Downtimes may be submitted after this time, but may have limited response, and will not be eligible for exp.
1 xp for Costuming/Exceptional Role-Playing may be awarded by STs observing characters.
2 exp for completing a “short term goal” that has been approved by the STs as an applicable goal. This should be something that you could conceivably accomplish within three months.
4 exp for completing a “long term goal” that has been approved by the STs as an applicable goal. This should be something that takes 6 months to a year or more to complete.

Any person who brings a new player to game who has not attended OWbN games in the past will receive full exp for the month.

Any PC which commits diablerie will receive full exp for three months, the length of time that the diablerie is present in their aura.
STs may also choose to give additional exp to any player who is deemed to be advancing the story, providing good interaction, or benefitting the community on an out of character level.

Travel: 1 xp per other game attended.
Special Event: 1 per event plus 1 attendance per day of the event. 

The following things will be considered when evaluating a scene for bonus XP - Did it: 
	Drive the chronicle Story on a noticeable level?
	Drive the characters’ story on a noticeable level? 
	Drive the characters development on a noticeable level? 
	Last more than an hour? 

These are some of the basic questions. 
Things that do NOT count: 
	Meeting other players at Perkins and running 15 – 2 minute scenes. 
	Meeting on Thursday before Perkins is not a downtime, nor is going to a movie “in character”, having a BBQ with other players and talking about game. 

Now having a BBQ IN character, that is most definitely allowed. 
Experience earned other than anything described above is considered Attendance.
Experience Expenditure: 
Certain expenditures require proper justification through an ST.
Teaching a Discipline/Ability/etc. requires that you have 1+ level than the learner.  i.e. Auspex 2 means you can teach Auspex 1.
Experience Expenditures are due by Sunday midnight before game. Anything that is sent after this will not be included.
Other

Right-Minded Wraiths Fear Angst:Any collection of vampires is a veritable festival of Angst. A good technique to bring this point home: Have a wraith make a simple test every time he enters a scene with more vampires than his permanent Angst rating, in order to resist gaining a temporary Angst. Spectres, of course, are immune to this aspect of the collected psychic baggage of a roomful of the dead, although they may attempt to harvest Angst as normal. Conversely, Spectres in the presence of several Garou or fae should likely test for temporary Composure in the same manner as wraiths for Angst.  The exception to this rule, 2 Giovanni or any other kindred that naturally necromancy  count as 1 vampire.  Example: 8 Giovanni in a room with a wraith counts as 4 vampires for purpose of calculating the Angst test.

Proxies:  At times players may wish to proxy a character into Obsidian Towers for some reason.  Characters proxied may or may not get individual responses for the proxy, but at the very least will be able to state they were "there".  In most cases a proxied character will help with behind the scene things, or combat with NPC's away from the main action where PC's are. Proxy PCs are not eligible to gain exp for attendance.
Proxied characters who wish to still be involved with the plot may, with the consent of the targeted Character’s player, affect the situation with buffs on a PvE level only. If at any point the targeted PC engages in PvP, whether they instigate or not, those buffs will not be considered active. This is to prevent people from being buffed to the gills by several inactive or non-present PCs, and gaining an unfair advantage in PvP

